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ABSTRACT

PERCEPTIONS OF READING FROM A RELUCTANT TEEN
READER

COLIN SLABY
FEBRUARY 25,2013

Action Research (EDC 592) Final Project

ABSTRACT: Research consistently shows that students begin their
schooling with both a passion and a desire to read but as time
progresses, many kids turn their backs on reading as a casual and
consistent act once they reach middle school years. Research
suggests that the simple joy of reading may increase scores in all
core subject summative assessments and sparks important brain
growth. The objective of this action research project was to
interview sfudents from an Bth grade language arts classroom on
their individual perceptions of reading. All students participating
in the study had at some point of the school year openly admitted
to "hating" or disliking reading and some routinely scored low on
reading assessments. Through the interviews with the study's
participants, the data collected reinforced prior research
surrounding adolescent students and their perceptions of reading
and also illuminated some lesser known factors impacting a teen's
perception of reading.
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Chapter One: Introduction
Joseph Michael Valente titled his autobiographical case study d/Deaf and

d/Dumb: A Portrait of a Deaf Kid as a Youns Child because he wanted to
articulate the duality of his identity. He is both a systemic, by-the-numbers
capital "D" Deaf individual labeled with the proper title fitting of an

institutionally categorrzed conditron and

a regular person who

just happens to be

dealing with a condition of small case "d" deafness. When I read this case study,
somehow things just clicked for me as I began to think about what it means to be

two things at once, especially when that "thing" is an "other" in our daily society
and it comes with stigma and "enculturation" as Valente labels

it.

I began to think

how it might relate to my own research. In turn, the massive question I began
with becarne the same question Valente wanted to answer, "Just Who Am I?"
Valente focused on his own identity,

I wanted to focus on readers.

Reading comes easy for me. I adore reading. I don't do it enough and I
miss it when I'm too busy to do

it.

But this is a very narrow perception not shared

by everyone. So, when I stand in front of my middle school students and profess
my love for reading and that they should just buy my peddlings and jump on
board the "Reading is Fun!" train,I have to stop kidding myself and realize that

my personal perspective may be as foreign to a reluctant reader as open air is to

fish. Upon reading Valente's introspection and self-explorative journey, I became
convinced that any reader has a similar duality. I believe most reluctant readers
are likely both a small

"r"

reader and a capital

"R" Reader in the same instance.
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The limle "r" might stand for the reader and his/her own experience with

reading. Taste, preference, enj oyment levels, frequency, engagement,
comprehension; these are all individualized micro-experiences within a book,

article, essay, or blog and will be different for each reader during each reading
session. The capital, proper noun "R" Reader is the reader we expect.

All

schools

in which I have worked have entered into the teaching of reading to students with
the expectation that that student is able to read, physically. Every expectation that

follows - the student reads when assigned to read, the sfudent is assessed for
comprehension, the student continues to read outside of school - is simply often
assumed. One of the participants in this study, a young girl with the pseudonym
Lenore, even commented on this assumption as she explained,

"I don't

remember... being taught to read, I just remember reading, kind

of. If that makes

sense." Reading isn't defined in schools, it's simply part of the flow of a school's
established infrastructure, it's assumed. We have the recipe,

we'lljust

have kids

Itead, right?

My search, then, is not necessarily about what to do with

a reluctant

reader, but rather what a reluctant reader truly wants to say about his or her

reading. It is my assertion that we have it wrong in the institutional perspective of
reluctant readers. We think struggling readers flre reluctant readers, however this
doesn't have to be the case. In fact, as researchers John Guthrie and Marcia Davis
argue in their introduction to their own study of struggling readers, struggling
readers don't even have to be struggling readers. Guthrie and Davis (2009)
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explain, "'When the struggling reader had a text that was appropriately matched to
his ability and was personally interesting, his persistence, investment, and use

of

cognitive skills were remarkable, When the alleged high-achieving student was
confronted with extremely difficult or personally irrelevant reading material, she
displayed the weak cognitive strategies and low motivational attributes of a
disengaged learner" (p. 8). In these findings, conversely, the struggling reader
shows signs of being the Reader,

capital'?," while the proficient

reader simply

does not depending upon the presented reading material. This is a fascinating

reversal of expectations. Fascinating enough to force me to want to find out more
about reluctant and struggling readers and specifically how the reluctant reader

defines his or her reading experience.
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Chapter Two: Literature Review
Teens don't read anymore. In "my day," everyone read. However, with
these newfangled gadgets, iPads, Facebook, and whatnot, the written word is

done. Game over. Stick a fork in reading, right? This notion is virrually
everywhere in the verbalized opinions of parents and many educators as I search

for answers to the sticky question, 'oHow do I get kids to want to read?" As

a

teacher of middle schoolers, all I seem to hear is the cry for reform and revamping
a system that is churning out kids who can't or don't want to read (or

think for

that matter), and kids who simply fail at academic problem solving. But in my
search for the "magic bullet" in getting kids to read,

I suspect there is not such a

simplistic finality to reading. Do we really know what kids feel about reading?
Do we really know what obstacles are standing in the way of kids and their access
to reading? Are we assuming too much about adolescents and their reading habits

or lack thereof? Are adolescents simply reading in a different way? Our society
continues to rail against the shortcomings of public education, but how much of

this is fact? Well, it seems there is much evidence accumulated by researchers in
the field of literacy that argues that the issue might not be that kids aren't reading,

it's that the teaching of reading may not be congruent with the needs and the
desires of the typical adolescent reader of today.

JeffKinney, author of the Diary of

a

Wimpy Kid series, might be one

author who can argue that he has met the needs and desires of the typical
adolescent

reader Kinney tells the tale of average teen Greg and his experiences
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middle-of-the-pack boy with loving yet quirky parents, an archetypal brutal

older brother, abtzane, eccentric friend named Rowly, and the usual spate of
adolescent boy experiences: dating, pimples, work avoidance, bad choices, and

mischievous experimentation. The Diary of a Wimpy Kid series - now totaling

I

books - sat with 5 books in the top 56 bestsellers on USA Today's bestseller list as

of December 25th of 201

I ("USA

Today's best-selling," 20 1 1). Kids aren't

reading, and yet these books are jumping off the shelves. Kinney seems to have
achieved this high level of popularity with adolescents through first person
narration embedded in an amalgam of diary and graphic novel formats.

Essentially Greg writes about his experiences through his own eyes and then
illustrates the storytelling in amusing stick figure-esque drawings. Greg is

normal. Greg is average. Greg is a dope. Greg is everyone of us and teens love
him.
The fact that Greg is so recognizable as the "dope" within all of us makes
one particular diary by Greg so salient in my research question. Within the

volume entitled Dog Days, Greg is reflecting on his experiences in English class
and how teachers and adults are constantly asking him to read "classics." Near
the beginning of Dog Days, Greg's mom has committed to administering a

summer book club in order to enrich her son and his friends' literary experiences

but Greg has other ideas. Greg complains tl-rat "Mom said the books we brought

weren't'real' literature and that we were gonna have to start with the
'classics"'(Kinney,2009, p. 35). Above this writing is a panel of four books
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titled Sudoku Insanity, Ultimate Video Game Cheats, Green Wasp (a superhero
comic book), and Extreme Pon-up Sharks. Greg continues on the next page as he
continues, "Then she brought out a bunch of books that she must've had since
SHE was a kid." Below this writing is a panel with four familiar, canonical book

titles in Little Women, The Yearling, Old Yeller, and Anne of Green Gables. This
is where Greg articulates one of the central problems to the teen reading issue.
Greg explains in reference to these familiar titles,
These are the exact same types of books our teachers are always pushing
us to read at school...

I'm not really

sure what makes a book a 'classic'to

begin with, but I think it has to be at least fifty years old and some person
or animal has to die at the end. (Kinney,2009, p. 35)

What Greg is expressing is that reading for fun is an endeavor that has
historically been defined and maintained by ageneration of adults basing their
emphasis on a belief system and a content standard of the past, not the present.

Greg is expressing that the books he hates reading are the ones he didn't have

a

choice in choosing. Greg is expressing that the books he's supposed to like are
books he doesn't like, that someone else, someone older, likes. It feels like Greg
is expressing the views held by most reading-reluctant adolescents. Or is he?

And it is here that we begin the road to finding out exactly how we regain traction
in reading in a modern world for the ever-elusive interests of our nation's
reluctant readers.

The Importance of Reading
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Why is reading so important? What's the big deal? To quote educators
and action researchers Michael W. Smith and Jeffrey

D.Wilhelm (2002) in their

summation of previous research on the intrinsic value of reading: "Donaldson
demonstrated how reading and language awareness leads to developing

intellectual control and disembedded, abstract thought. And of how Bettelheim
demonstrated the importance of story particularly fairy tales, to healthy

psychological development. And of how Inglis showed the importance of
narrative on children's introspection and self-understanding and on their ability to
understand and reflect on the experience of others.

(p 5) Reading, in all its many

forms, is simply one of the best things we can do for a diversified cognitive
development. The list of cognitive development embedded within reading is
impressive. Intellectual control, abstract thought, psychology, self awareness,
empathy. Simply put, reading matters. But if all these benefits are nafurally
embedded within one's reading experiences, why would anyone not want to read?

Who is this reluctant reader?

Defining The Reluctant Reading Experience
While Greg

Wim

is fictional, his perspective on

reading is not. In fact, Greg and his attitude toward books is very similar to ideas
and thoughts expressed freely and routinely in my own classroom. What are the

symptoms of a reluctant reader and what are the causes of this reluctancy?

Literacy researcher John Guthrie makes the argument in his findings that
struggling readers in the middle school ycars are students that are genuinely
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"disengaged" from the act of reading (Guthrie & Davis, 2003). This
disengagement, according to Guthrie stems from a litany of issues. He lists

teachers'reading instruction being disconnected from the content of the reading,

"formidable" or far-too-difficult textbooks, critical or analytical responses to text
preferred over personal responses, a lack of choice or freedom in the reading
process, and an emphasis on competition over cooperation in reading activities

(Guthrie, 2010). In short, teachers are teaching reading wrongly. Research has
shown that interventions that work with reading development often devote at least

rwo-thirds of instructional time to reading and rereading instead of isolated or

"skill

and

drill" practice (Allington & Gabriel, 2012). Despite

these findings and

their consistency, the average reading intervention used in schools today focuses
on reading strategies and tasks outside of the actual reading or re-reading

of

various texts. Teacher and author Kelly Gallagher (2009) concurs with Guthrie's
research and extends his own findings to get at the reasoning behind the causes
the disengagement. Gallagher attaches a highly suggestive term to this idea

of

of

disengagement identified by Guthrie. He labels the disengagement,

"readicide" (Gallagher, 2009).
Gallagher lays out four basic problems behind this "readicide" occurring

for struggling readers. First, schools are pressured politically and fiscally to
produce test-takers and therefore value sludents for whom achievement means

high test scores rather than finding joy and engagement (and consequently
cotnpreheusion and personal connectivity) in reading. Secondly, as a result from
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limiting authentic reading.

experiences both in practice and in time (Gallaghea 2009). In their reading sfudy
designed as a response to a National Reading Panel report asserting that time
spent reading did not have a correlative effect on reading ability, Universify

of

Minnesota researchers Yi-Chen Wu and S. Jay Samuels (2004) showed that while
"Students with different reading ability have different reading achievement
patterns as a function of the amount of time they spent reading independently,"

their experiment-backed conclusion was that the NRP report had it wrong: more
reading does have a positive effect on reading abiliry (p. 1B) Gallagher's third
and fourth points center around the argument that teachers are both

"underteaching" and "overteaching" books (Gallagher, 2009, p.

l1).

Gallagher,s

argument states that many teachers are assigning reading and expecting reading

without providing opportunities to read. In addition, they are "killirg" the joy of
reading through overanalysis of text to the point of transforming the potentially
interesting into the mundane.

University of Michigan researchers Elizabeth Birr Moje and Nicole
Tysvaer (2010) acknowledge that today's reader is a different reader than maybe
we've seen in the past. As they note in their findings on Adolescent Literacy
Development, digital sources, wireless technology, and the intemet
have expanded our ideas of what advanced reading and writing skills
entail. The linear reading of uninterrupted print-once thought to be the
essellce of advanced

reading-is now complicated by hypermedia

texts
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that can take a reader in many directions and by the coupling of print with
images (often moving images), sound, and even opporfunities for

interaction. (p.a)
Birr Moje and Tysvaer (2010) continue on to describe the modern student in this
modern age of literacy and information processing as a student for whom high
achievement is a goal,

Must not only comprehend passages of text but must also (1) integrate
information across multiple texts, (2) critically relate paragraph meanings to personal experience, (3) employ knowledge from texts to evaluate
science observations or historical documents and (4) compose complete
messages in the form of stories and reports for actual audiences. (p. 50)

Educators Michael W. Smith and Jeffrey D. Wilhelm (2002) reinforce this
idea of different and "differentiated" readers

within the singular world of reading

with their research focused on identifying the traits and patterns found in
"struggling" reader, specifically boys. In identifying boys

a

as the more common

gender associated with struggling readers, Smith and Wilhelm (2002) cite much

historical research with the caveat that this research could be tainted by biases
inherent in years of data and test scores. The theories they explore range from the

traditional expectations that boys reading too much takes away from their

productivity in offices, fields, and workplaces with regards to the demands of
their "masters" to modern theories regarding a systemic preferential treatment
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toward girls in testing criteria. The research they highlight in their queries list the

following as statistical data worth exploring:

.

Boys read less than girls do.

'

Boys generally provide lower estimations of their reading abilities than

girls do.

'

Boys are more likely to read magazine articles and newspaper articles.

'

Boys like to collect things and tend to like to collect series of books.

'

Boys prefer active responses to reading in which they physically act
out responses, do, or make something. (p. l7)

These same researchers also make the claim that the "experience" leading

individuals to enjoy and succeed at reading, is the same as other activities carried
out when a boy (or girl for that matter) does something they enjoy. Smith and

Wilhelm (2002) label this concept "flow" and much like Guthrie's list of obstacles
to engagement, they provide a list of traits that conversely contribute to
engagement. The four main principles discovered by the researchers consist of
(a) u sense of control and competence ["Do I have a choice?" and "Am I good at

it?"]; (b) a challenge that requires an appropriate level of skill ["ls it just hard
enough to not be easy, but not too hard?"]; (c) Clear goals and feedback ["Do I

know why I'm doing this and how do I kno*?"]; and finally (d) a focus on the
immediate experience ["What just happened and how do I feel about it?"]

(p 20).

Drs. Allan Wigfield and John Guthrie (1997) take the defining of the

struggling reader a step further. With their Motivational Reading Questionnaire,

Ar.qrbrrg Colher Lhrary
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with literature to

domains. These domains are as follows:

.

Reading Efficacy

.

Reading Challenge

.

Reading Curiosity

.

Reading Involvement

.

Importance of Reading

.

Reading Work Avoidance

.

Competition in Reading

.

Recognition for Reading

.

Reading for Grades

.

Social Reasons for Reading

.

Compliance (Wigfield & Guthrie, lggT)

It appears both struggling reader and teacher are facing the same problem:
federal and state-mandated standards. Robert Marzano, (2006) notable
educational researcher concluded there are simply far too many standards driving

curricula in classrooms. In fact, Marzano notes that while standards are certainly
beneficial in theory, the standards themselves prevent effective standard setting.
Marzano analyzed standards found in a typical K- l2 school system, that "the
knowledge and skills these documents describe represent about 3500 benchmarks.
The sheer number of standards is the biggest impediment to implementing
standards" (as cited in Gallagher, 2009, p. I l).
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What is An Authentic Reading Experience?
Srudies of teachers of reading for whom the grade of "exemplary" might

qualify find that more authentic reading develops better readers (Gallagher, 2009).
Ultimately, the single most common element in terms of how to create consistent
and casual readers is to create a culrure of reading. As two teachers from the

Loxford School of Science and Technology in Essex, England report in an on-line
newspaper article appearing in The Guardian argue, "Your staff must be seen as

readers. Children need to see adults consistently reading for pleasure. Why
should children see reading as a valuable activity if the adults around them do not
demonstrate that reading is fun and important to them?" (Kanolik & Turker, 2011,
para.

6). This is creating

a culture of

reading. Culture isn't stylish, it just happens

when there is a whole and concerted effort toward a singular outcome. Teaching
reading doesn't have to be a complicated task or an implementation of strategies,

it can be

as simple as a consistently modeled

activity. Wu &

Samuels (2004)

showed that even the reading aloud of texts or modeling of reading by teachers
resulted in expansion of vocabulary, background knowledge, sense of story and
awareness of genre and text structure as well as comprehension of the texts read.

In her own experiences of teaching readrng, Nancy Atwell (2007) notes the

simplicity of the act of simply reading as she explains, "A child sitting in

a quiet

room with a good book isn't a flashy or, more significantly, marketable teaching
method. It just happens to be the only way anyolte ever grew up to beconre
reader"

(p

5)

a
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The problem lies in the problem itself in a way. We as an educational

community desire to close "the achievement gap." We long to "leave no child

behind." Yet the mechanism of our public schools is a conglomeration of
principles, ideas, systems, and logistics all driven by a very public and transparent
source: public funding. And public funding

will

demand results, it

will

demand

hardboiled investigative research, and it will demand evidenced and vouched-for
solutions to problems. As Atwell (2007) continues,
Teachers and administrators fall prey to the latest spate of faulty research,

instructional franchised, and textbook-company promises that lead to
practices that are questionable at best and, at worst, damage children as
readers. Yet every day, well-meaning teachers erect instructional
roadblocks between their students and the pure pleasure of the personal

art. (p

6)

No one is trying to stop learning. No teacher I know is attempting to prevent the

joy of learning from blossoming in a student, but the facts do not lie.
Collectively, there is something amiss in our teaching of reading. Educator

Releah Cossett Lent (2006) remarks that "many teachers confuse standards or
curriculum with learning. These tools may help teachers and administrators
manage the business of education, but deep learning is rarely stapdardized" (p. a).
Sometirnes the obstacles are simply the everyday workings of the machine

of a school. Citing his own experiences, Gallagher (2009) goes into detail about
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the initial school year kickoff meetings where the entire staff comes together and
he describes the experience as,

Three hours and twenty eight agenda items later, reading had not been

mentioned. No discussion what might be leading to low reading test
scores. Not one hint on what we might do to move students into deeper

reading. No concern about the profound lack of interesting reading
materials in students'homes, in our community, and on our campus. (p.
31)

It is impossible not to corelate my own experiences with Gallagher's. One of

the

most glaring discrepancies in the opening days and weeks of my own school's
beginning of the year was the constant barrage of language focused on "student
achievement" and "performance." I heard the word over and over again but not
once did I hear anything about the student him/herself. The sfudent as an

individual with feelings and emotions and joys; the student as a person with likes,
dislikes, habits, and preferences. This isn't academic and no public record will
every show this type of information in a light congruent with a dollar amount
doled out to a publicly funded institution like education.
Jeff McQuillian (2006) cites early research in his study on print access and
exposure to english Ianguage learners as Nagy, Herman, andAnderson (1985)

found that "even a single exposure to an unknown word during reading
contributed a small but significant gain in vocabulary acquisition" (as cited in

McQuillian,2006,,p.

l0).

But exposure, while proven to be effective is not
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enough. Immersion is what is needed to create the culture of reading. Brian
Cambourne (1988) head of the Centre for Studies in Literacy at Wollongong

University in Australia defined immersion with respect to learning as: "saturated
by, enveloped in, flooded by, steeped in, or constantly bathed in that which is to
he learned" (as cited in Gallagher, 2009, p.

33). There simply is not enough time

nor efficient resources in school spent on the delicate act of an authentic reading
experience.

Some Possible Strategies
What better way to go about figuring out what to do then to start with the
average adolescent. I turn to Nancy Ahvell (2007) and her descriptions of the

reading workshop model in place at her CTL school in Maine. In her school, the

immersion of reading taking place falls under the banner of a "reading zone"

as

coined by a student from the Center for Teaching and Learning based on a reading

of a Thomas Newkirk (2000) journal article describing an immersion and
acceptance of reading as a "reading state." The srudent, named Forrest,

articulated his personal list of the conditions necessary for his own entry into the
reading zonel

.

Encouragement from teachers

.

Time to read at school

.

"Trillions" of great books

.

Absolute silence

.

Booktalks to recommend great books

as backups
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Comfortable pillows and cushions

r [

"healthy chunk of time" to read at home every night (Atwell, 2007

,

p. 14)
The thing to note about Atwell's discoveries of her students'responses to this
question and their identifoing the conditions for creating an effective "reading
zone" is her special attention paid to the absolute silence. Seventy-three percent

of her students acknowledged it was the quiet time that promoted the "zone" and

it was the third most common answer among all adolescents polled. Atwell
(2007) admits that she has to actually teach silence in her reading workshop
sessions and acknowledges that

it takes, "about four reading workshops

each

September to feel comfortable reading in a group again, even a quiet, thoughtful

one" (p. 16).
This begs the inevitable question from an average taxpayer, "'Why are my
tax dollars going to a teacher teachirug kids to read quietly?" It's not sexy, and it
doesn't sound like teaching to the average taxpayer, however, the results are

proven. The research is clearly there to back up this claim. Kelly Gallagher cites
the seminal work by Jeff McQuillian (1994) as he noted that sfudents in his study

with language acquisition and heritage showed statistically significant gains in
writing fluency and writing complexity (as cited in Gallagher, 2009). Gallagher
notes in his analysis of this research that the important aspect of the gains made

by students is not the rnaterials read but rather "What the students in the study did
not get. They didn't get workslreets. They didn't get points. They didn't get
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sticky notes to place in the books. They didn't get book report forms. They

didn't get grades. They were simply given good books and the tirne to read
them" (Gallagh er, 2009, p. 7 4).
While Atwell (2007) and Gallagher (2009) lay out the adolescent
perspective as well as the setting that provides the most engagement, Guthrie
(2010) addresses the complex yet essential relationship between teacher and
student that builds a pathway to "re-engagement." Guthrie explains that reading
must be seen as valued by adults important to adolescents

if

teens are to believe

that reading actually has value. Guthrie lays out what he describes as six

characteristics of a classroom environment that foster engagement:

'

Knowledge goals (strategies to help with reading, not just reading
goals)

'

Real world interactions (read about real stuff, do projects that reflect
real application)

.

A lot of interesting texts (reading and writing)

.

Srudent choice and self-determination

'

Direct strategy instruction (modeling, scaffolding, guided practice with
feedback, independent reading

.

Collaboration support (p. 17)

Can there be such a thing as engagement for a middle schooler? Former
teacher and current lecfure circuit professional development researcher Releah
Cossett Lent (2006) makes the observation that
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It has become a badge of honor for many students to figure out how to
appear to be working while actually doing

little or nothing... The concept

of learning as an inherently joyful act is overshadowed by gaining credits,
passing tests, and advancing through the ranks until graduation. (p. 2)

Lent goes on to summarize previous research and findings by explaining, "a
primary factor in engagement is a connection to one's own experience,
background and interests" (p. 3).

Lent (2006) argues that the key to engagement is understanding the
process of learning better. Lent examines the work of brain researcher James ZuJl

(2002) in attempting to explain the way the we use our brain to furn learning into

understanding. ZuJl categorizes this into a three step process for individuals:
1. Transform the brain from past to furure

(Look ahead)

2. Turn outside experience into internal knowledge and understanding
(Take ownership)

3. Transformation of Power (Deeper learning) (as cited in Lent, 2006)

What Zull is mapping out here is the very challenge facing the adolescent
perspective especially with regards to reading. Most teens do not, by definition,

look ahead and see what they do in the moment and how it might affect their
future, but they do take ownership of their experiences. Any classroom teacher

will tell you about the moment when classroom discussion

references a pop

cultural icon (Justin Bieber, a musical group, celebrity, or movie) and order
explodes into the chaos of opinion and connection. Transforming this
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connectivity into deeper learning based on understanding is what Zull (and thusly
Lent) argues is the key to keeping the student engaged.
Lent points out, based on her observations of another brain researcher,
Richard Restak in his book, The New Brain (2003) how dichotomous the school
experience is for sfudents in this day and age. Lent writes,

Multitasking is the modus operandi of our society, even for very young
children, as they flip through television channels while eating cereal [and
texting their friends, I might add] and slipping on their velcroed tennis
shoes... In the midst of this physical and mental cacophony, students enter
another fype of virfual world: the classroom. They must then adjust their

controls to slow motion as they pass from the rooms of their daily lives to
an unfamiliar place, a land where bells denote segments of activity, silence

is rewarded, and a single test predicts their fufures. (Lent, 2006,p. 13)

Lastly, and possibly most profoundly, noted reading expert Richard

Allington and Rachael Gabriel (2012) attempt to simplify learning of learning and
especially reading as they lay out a list of six elements of instruction that are free,
implementable, and effective for creating readers. These elements require no
budget package to consider. There are no conflicts between state and core
standards and these elements. And, most importantly, any teacher, any discipline

may incorporate these elements into his or her classroom on a daily basis. The
six-pronged list is as follows:

.

Every child reads something he or she chooses.
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Every child reads accurately.

.

Every child reads something he or she understands.

'

Every child writes about something personally meaningful

.

Every child talks with peers about reading and writing

.

Every child listens to a fluent adult read aloud (p. 10 - 15)

These are ideals every teacher can offer in every classroom virtually every day
the school year.

2I
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Chapter Three: Methodology and Data Collection
Participants
The participants in this particular study were students in my 8th grade
Language Arts class. Of

the four students, three were from my 2nd hour class - a

class of 35 by the time of the interviews - and a single participant was from my

4th hour class - a class of 29 at the time of data collection. None of the students

knew of the other participants'involvement with the study. Below are
descriptions of the participants with pseudonyms used to protect each student's
identity.

Olivia. O1ivia, female, age 14 at the time of the study,

was the first

sfudent I asked to join my interview team. Olivia is caucasian, a member of a

two parent, two sibling home, and a native of the suburban community tied to the
middle school from which all participants were chosen. I originally chose Olivia
because Olivia's test scores on the reading MCA (Minnesota Comprehensive

Assessment) and reading MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) tests repeatedly
"Exceeded Standards" signifying an accomplished reader. The irony was,
however, that OIivia repeatedly professed a hatred of reading throughout the
school year

Callie. Callie, female, age l4
student I asked to join the

at the time of the study, was the second

study. Callie

is caucasian and a member of two homes

of separated parents shared with one other sibling. Callie, too, is a native of the
suburban community from which all participants were chosen. Callie is much
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like Olivia in that her reading assessments showed at times she could "Exceed
Standards" in the area of reading, but most often Callie scored in the "Meets
Standards" range. Also, like Olivia, while a strong reader in classwork, Callie

would often announce to a class that she "hated" reading. I had originally
intended to mostly focus participant recruitment on struggling readers, but Callie
was the student with whom my thinking shifted. Callie's interview motivated me

to focus on sfudents with average to above-average reading scores that verbalized
a reluctance or hatred

of reading rather than focusing on mainly struggling

readers.

Walden. Walden, male, (age 14 at the time of this study) is caucasian and
a member

of two homes of separated parents shared with two siblings. Walden is

also a native of the suburb community from which all participants were chosen.

Walden is the prototypical student I imagined I would be seeking out for this
research when this study was originally designed. He's a "classical" struggling
reader, meaning he routinely expressed a hatred of reading and his scores and inclass assessments reflected a low ability in

reading. Walden consistently failed to

meet grade-level standards on the MCA and MAP tests and he often failed to
comprehend reading content and decode (make meaning o0 my instruction in our
classroom.

Lenore. Lenore, female, (age

14 al the time of this srudy) is caucasian

and a member of one home with one parent shared with two siblings. Lenore

,

too, is a native of the suburb community from which all participants were chosen.
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Lenore is the most interesting case in my study because she is the child of a

teacher Irlot only is her mother a teacher, but a teacher of Language Arts, and by
default a teacher of reading within our district. Lenore's reading abilities rested
somewhere between those of Callie and Walden. Lenore could "Meet" or even

"Exceed" standards on one day of a test, and on the next day she might not meet
reading standards at all. Repeatedly in class, Lenore expressed the idea that

"I

don't read" although she showed she indeed could comprehend and verbally
engage in reading activities with as much ability as most of the students in class.

Setting
Parker Grove Middle School (pseudonym) is one of three middle schools

in the Howard County Independent School District (pseudonym). Grades 6 -

8

progress through Parker Grove Middle School with successive required core
courses in Language Arts, Science, Social Srudies, and Math along with optional

electives such as Technology, Health and Wellness, Band, Choir, and more. In
addition, PGMS offers various Reading, Math, and Social Studies intervention
classes for students performing below grade

level. Students

are divided up into

teams by grade level consisting of core and elective teachers, counselors, and

administration consistent with the average middle school model.
Language Arts in the Bth grade at PGMS is a challenging course to teach.
State standards and benchmarks demand that LA teachers teach the multiple

content areas of literature, public speaking, and reading. By themselves, these
content areas hold skills and "proficiencies" tlrat should take an entire year of
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concentrated instruction to learn, and each content area could be taught as one
course by an individual teacher, but due to well documented shortages in public

funding, our school, like most schools, has to lump everything into one class.
During the particular year of this study, the 201I - 2012 school year, stuidents in
my 8th grade classroom received constant reminders from me on the importance
of reading and were required most months to read outside of the classroom from

a

book of their choice. Within the course curriculum itself, students read a total of
three common novels throughout the school year.

At the time of the participant

interviews, all four students had already been assigned the reading of two novels,,

multiple in-class short stories and articles, and were in the process of reading their
third and final novel. Therefore, at the time of this study's participant
recruitment, I had accumulated much formally acquired data (through summative
and formative assessments of reading comprehension) on the reading abilities

of

my students. In addition, students had produced both collaborative and
individualized work from which I could formally assess their reading abilities

as

well as assess their attitudes towards reading through observation in class. Lastly,
throughout the year, class discussions and sfudent-centered dialogues offered me
much in the way of not only determining individual student reading ability, but
also a tremendous amount of rich data abut student attifudes toward reading.

Materials
The method of data collection in this study was qualitative research carried
out through participant interviews (Mills, 201 1). I initially wavered between
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straight interviews, mixed with surveys and possibly focus groups, however, upon

reflection I decided one-on-one interviews would be the most authentic and
relevant form of data I sought to collect. Data collected or research performed by
the hands of other researchers, while peer reviewed, is still based on someone
else's students and participants. As a middle school teacher, I have learned so very

well that the average middle school student is an expert at selective, and highly
individualized communication. I hear far too often from parents, "Thank you for
sharing what you're doing in class, because our sorVdaughter B------- doesn't tell
us anything at home." Parents are not the only receptors of such silence. While I
hear kids talk about their weekends, their goings-on at school, or even a sharing

of

their opinions, I don't actually hear many young adults talk about how they really

feel about things. I am usually only allowed to witness surface reactions, the
reactions adolescents are willing to let me witness. So by the time the interviews
were conducted, I felt I knew my students well enough to illicit authentic
perceptions of reading fiom a select population. I began each interview with a
shoft list of very broad, very general questions with the expectation I would and
could subsequently ask clarifying and tangential questions based on the particular
answers of each participant.

Procedures
Interviews for this study were conducted over a period of one month from

April to May of 2012. Each participant was initially pulled aside after a random
class period and asked whether he or she would be interested in participating in

2l
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my research study on reading perceptions. I only approached students whom I
knew had voiced some disdain for the act of reading through comments such as "l

don't like reading" or "I hate reading," or showed a significant struggle with
reading in low MCA Reading scores, low MAP Reading scores and low in-class
comprehension/skill reading assessments. I also only recruited participants with

whom I could predict an "openness" or "willingness" to share their views about
reading I at least believed would be authentic and heartfelt. I wanted to observe
what my students truly felt about reading based on broad, non-judgmental

questions. One thing I do know about middle-schoolers is that when you give
them license to be opinionated, many

will

seize the opporhrnity with gusto

I initially recruited seven students with whom I had strong teacher/student
relationships. However, of the seven, only four followed through with

a

commitment to the study. Once students committed to the study with a verbal

"yes," parents of each student were then contacted via phone or e-mail and sent

a

consent form outlining the general purpose and strucfure of the srudy.

Upon receiving verbal and written parental and participant consent, each
student and I committed to an entire 8th grade lunch period on a particular date

during which they would retrieve their lunch, bring it down to my classroom, and
participate in a very casual, very open interview about their views on reading
Lunch periods for Bth graders at PGMS took place every day from 10:55 AM to
11:25

AM. If a fbllow-up interview

was needed for clarification or furthering the

data, each student was informed that another interview could be arranged. This,
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however, this was not necessary as no participant in this study participated in any
more than one interview and the average length of the acfual time spent in a
recorded interview was I B minutes in length.
The initial question for each interview was extremely general - "What are

your thoughts about reading?" - and then moved to the specific - "Why did you
hate reading Buddha Boy?" (a book read by all 8th graders at PGMS). As each

interview progressed, I found each participant increasingly willing to express
ideas thatfelt earnest and sincere. Following the completion of the four

interviews, each interview session was completely transcribed over the course of
the summer of 2012.

Analysis
As explained by discoverers of grounded theory, Barney Glaser and
Anselm Strauss (1967), grounded theory is a general method of constant and everevolving interplay befween analysis and the data collected in a research study.

Within this framework, my analysis seemed to match the tenets of grounded
theory. Upon completion of the data transcription, I subsequently analyzed the

participant interview responses, attempting to identify themes and content patterns
by employing a general methodology of grounded theory. My data both
generated new theory - especially in the thematic areas of Time and Trust in

Content - and allowed elaboration and modification to previously established
theory - with special consideration to the work of Kelly Gallagher. In keeping

with the principles of guided theory (a component of grounded theory)

as
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explained by Strauss and Juliet Corbin (1997) I didn't designate data as a "theme"
or a "pattern" unless at least two of the participants expressed very similar

statements. With many of these themes, I began with a sense of some themes
identified by prior research outlined in my literafure review. Glaser and Strauss
(1967) and consequently Corbin and Strauss (1991) would have called this

"verification" of my hypothesis. Consequently, only ideas or concepts were
noted as acfual themes when examples of like or similar concepts were evident
across

all or most participant interviews (Corbin &

Strauss, 1987). By adhering

to this continuously comparative analysis during the data collection, I was able to
generate findings strongly reflective and supportive of previous research reviewed

in the literature review as well as some new themes not previously addressed.
Overall, analysis of the data generated the following reading and the teaching of
reading themes: Culrure, Choice, Overteaching and Time. These themes will be
addressed and further unpacked in the "Findings" section of this research sfudy.
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Chapter Four: Findings
Many of the thematic patterns I discovered wrthin the responses of the
participants of this study were, quite frankly, obvious. Still, while obvious, many

of these findings never occurred to me as an instructor. Based on my previous
readings of Gallagher (2009) and Allington (2012), along with some personal
consultation with reading specialists, I was not at all surprised to find certain
themes repeatedly expressed by this study's participants. Predictable even. Every

participant indicated at least some desire for individual choice in his or her
reading content. In fact, the ability to choose one's reading may have been the
most clearly stated ideal from each participant. As for the other themes that arose

in participants' responses, I found prior research as a guide identifuing themes,
but not necessarily a determiner of the themes. I began to develop these themes
and their slb-themes from my own perspective. For some of my findings, I was
on my own.

The first of the major themes is Culture. Admittedly, a "culture" of
reading is not a new concept - Gallagher (2009) refers to "culture" often in his
research - but I feel the participants of this study furthered a more detailed

understanding of Culture. Specifically, while a singular theme, the Culture I

found in my participants'responses appears to be comprised of smaller sub-

themes. For instance, the first sub-theme of Culture was Trust. This was the
trust between the educator or "giver" of any reading material and the participant;
trust that the people offering readings to the participants were trustworthy. The
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second sub-theme of Culture was also Trust but of a significantly different kind.

This was the trust that the content given to the participant was itself trustworthy,
that the content was consistent with similar geffes and previous reading
experiences. The participants in this study often expressed their reluctance of
reading stemmed from simply not liking the "next" book after enjoying a

particular book. Lastly, the third sub-theme of Culture was Community. Many
participants'responses revealed the desire for a peer community of readers in

which peers, not teachers, were allowed the freedom and opporfunities during
school to talk about their reading with each other.

Time was another large theme consistently expressed by all participants.
Interestingly, the kind of time referenced by the participants in this study was

wholly different than "time" as it is often addressed in reading research. Time in
reading is traditionally thought of as the time allowed in a school day for
sustained, silent reading. In contrast, the participants in this study expressed more

of a challenge to find available time for reading beyond the school day. Again,
this isn't necessarily a new idea, Allington and Gabriel (2012) often make
mention of the need for reading outside of the school day, but this particular
theme as evidenced my by participants may be one of the areas in which I feel this

sfudy has uncovered new suggestive data.
Lastly,, Overteaching was one other major theme evident in the data

collected. The participants in this study all seemed to "wrestle" with a how books
are handled in a fomral classroom, which in tum affected their experiences with
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books outside a school setting. In the instances of the interviews, Overteaching
was defined as teachers stopping repeatedly during in-class readings to clarify
concepts or words (often concepts with which the participants were already

familiar), teachers assigning deeper learning projects before the completion of

a

book, and teachers intemrpting readings to practice particular, measurable reading
strategies. One attirude reflected in all responses was the notion that at some
point in each of my participants'school experiences, a teacher's overteaching of

a

novel or short story destroyed the reading experience for them.

If you

ask the average reluctant reader - and upon reviewing the responses

from the participants in this study, I feel these are indeed very average reluctant
readers - you might get a response such as Lenore's when asked

if

the kinds

of

characters in a book affect her enjoyment of the reading of the same book.

Lenore expressed the following:

"l think it's more about the story. But if I really

don't like a character I-, I guess that would kind of make me want to read the
book a little more, to like, see what happens... I just don't like reading." Lenore's
answer is in actuality fairly complex and thoughtful despite her summation at the
end that she simply does not like reading. How is

it that she

can be so thoughtful

about the importance of "story" in reading and how it relates to a dislike of

a

character and somehow not find some joy in the experience? It seems Lenore's
answer might lead us to believe that reluctant readers really do like reading,

they're just not going to say

it.

The following deeper analysis of each of the

above themes attempts to reveal the barriers as to why they're not going to say it.
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Culture of Trust: The Teachers of Reading
Historically, a student's willingness to read a book may likely fall upon
the application of a two-pronged "Trust" formula that might look a little like this:

Specffic Teacher b Trustworthiness + My past reading experiences in school

:

My

prediction of how I might like this book For example, Callie expressed the layers
of "trust" in one single book choice in the following exchange:
Callie: When middle schoolers see books, like usually they look for, if it's
short and an easy read but adults look for like, whatever they like, like just
any book

it

seems

like they would read. Like, my mom reads all these big

books and ... I guess, there are differences 'cause kids usually look for the
easy way out and adults don't really care.

Me: What if a teacher told you it was good?
Callie: It depends, who the teacher was I guess. But most likely I

wouldn't want to read it.
Lenore expressed a similar application of this attitude as she described, "When
teachers teach about reading... they don't really say like,

'It's fun' or anything,

they just say, 'Reading is when you pick up a book and you read

it'... They don't

really, I don't remember being taught to read, I just remember reading." Lenore
went on to explain that for one particular teacher who taught a mystery book that

fit into her personal choice of genre,
I like, kinda'mystery books, like that's my kind of thing so like last year,
last year we did a lot with mystery and I guess it was good, but our teacher
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was very strict about

it and like, she always was, "You gotta' have it in by

this." And otherwise

she takes

off tons of points, that's why I was failing

the class because... I don't get things in on time, but I always evenfually
get them in.

What's interesting about Lenore's explanation is that while she acknowledged

liking the kinds of books taught in her classroom, it was a teacher's assignment
policy outside of the reading content itself that acfually detracted from her reading
experience. For Lenore it appears reading isn't the problem in this relationship,

it's the assignment and rules set forth by the teacher.
Ultimately then, a teacher can recommend all kinds of books that might
appeal to a particular sfudent but the student's reaction to any book at school may
be tempered by the fact that a teacher offered

it the first place. Walden hinted at

this idea in the following exchange when I asked him what his initial reaction

would be when a teacher might say, "We're gonna'read a book":

Alec: Like, I don't know, I just don't wanna'be like, in the class or
something, like I just don't wanna' read the book.

Me: Okay. No matter what it is?
Alec: Yeah.
This causal relationship between a book's appeal and a teacher's appeal is
certainly consistent with much of the research conducted on reading and it is
indeed a pretty difficult obstacle to overcome when it comes to making readin g an
enloyable act for the reluctant reader.
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Culture of Trust: Content Reliahility
One of the more surprising themes evident in the responses borne out

of

this sfudy was the misconception that we as educators seem to think our "work" is
done with the first book that hooks a reader. There is an innate problem, however,

when a student finds a book he/she actually likes but then finishes

it.

The reader

is left with the daunting question, What next? A fatal assumption seems to be
made by both provider of reading materials and the reader him/herself that one

good reading "hooks" a reader for good. It's as if we might say, Well, they loved

that book.

I'lliustfind

another

just like it and WALLAH! I've created aforever

reader. What the participants in this study uncovered for this researcher is that in
some cases, this lack of sustained follow-through with a reluctant reader may

contribute heavily to reinforcing a reluctant reader's negative perception

reading. In short, we are breaking

a reluctant readers's trust

of

in the content.

Olivia expressed this with her experience with the young adult book, The
Hunger Games. Olivia explained,

My aunt gave me The Hunger Games way before any of it was really
popular, and I read it, and I loved it, so I finished that series. And then

like, she would offer books... like that kind of genre or whatever, and they

just weren't the same I guess.
The Hunger Games, a series by Suzanne Collins (2008 - 201 I ), Iasted three books
and

it brought many reluctant, even struggling readers back into the habit of

reading. What happened, as evidenced by Olivia, is that once the series was
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finished, reluctant readers could not find suitable, interesting substitutions to
sustain their newly rediscovered taste for reading. The Hunger Games came and

went, and with it went many expectations that reading can be fun for reluctant
readers. The participants in this study seemed to express the notion that "fun"
reading was almost an anomaly, an accident. Judging by her voice intonation and
body language as she talked about her reading experiences after The Hunger
Games series, a bubbly, energetic, confident Olivia appeared to

wilt slightly.

Olivia seemed to show genuine disappointment in this "accident." Lenore
seemed to offer a similar disappointment

with the consistency in her reading

experiences in her response to a question about what happens after she's read a

good book. Lenore stated,

If I were to read that book I think I'd

stay interested, but when that book

was over I'd have to find a new book and finding a book is my problem,

like that's another one of my problems; I can't find a good book that I

think I would still be interested in.
Despite this disappointment, however, it really did seem that the
participants wanted to continue their reading experiences. Following our
discussion about The Hunger Games, I posed the question to Olivia,

"If

you were

about to start a book, and I said, 'alright, here's this book, and this is an amazing

book, but it's, this is it, and then this is, anotherbook, but if you like it, there's

twenty more.' Which one are you going to pick up automatically?" Her answer,
irnmediate and ultexpected, was "I would choose the one that you said was
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amazing." In this instance, it appears as if the "trust" issue (between student and
teacher) referenced earlier may even be trumped by the promise of a good book.
So, kids know good books, they want good books, but they also want to be able to

trust that the book is as good as the last one. As further illustration, when asked
what she might say to a young kid who doesn't like to read, Olivia answered,

I'd

ask them what kind of genre they like to read and try to find them a

book that would like interest them, 'cause like, my cousin's the same way,
he doesn't like to read cause he doesn't think it's cool, but

I found him the

Football Genius Book. He likes football, but I gave it to him to read and
he's-, he loved it, and now he's reading that one that had all the kids" [this
is referring to the Lemony Snickel series].

Olivia thought about what her cousin likes, and based her suggestions for what to
read on his interests. The irony in this response is that this approach really isn't

that different from what teachers already do. However, if the suggested books do
not meet the enjoyment expectations generated by the initial reading, that reading
experience - and tragically subsequent reading experiences - seemed to fall apart

for this sfudy's reluctant readers.
Just how crucial is this lack of content

reliability? lt would seem one of

Walden's final responses showed it to be substantial. In our interview session,
Walden described some of the content that he would like to read, specifically
content that had something to do with football. The following exchange indicated

how ingrained this lack of reliability with content was:
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Me: Okay. I mean, what if someone came up and said "Here's-, here's

a

bunch of books you can read. Try'em out." Do you like how that feels

like, or how does that feel?
Alec: Umm... Sometimes. Not really. Because if it's a good book that I
understand and it's fun to read then

I'll

feel pretty good about it.

Me: Do you expect the book to be fun or do you expect the book to be
boring?

Alec: Umm... Boring.
Me: Any book? So if I handed you a book with, like football on the cover,
would you even, even before I-, you went into it, would you assume that

it's gonna' be boring?

Alec: Yeah.
Even with material that fit the young reluctant reader's reading preferences, the
doubt was still there that the book would meet Walden's expectations.

Culture of Community
Another theme peppered throughout the responses of the participants was
a reluctant reader's desire

for the development of a community of reading in

a

school setting. The participants seemed to refer back often to reading as
something that was beyond their own, isolated experience; it was an experience
that was best when shared with others, especially their peers and most importantly

their friends. Olivia discussed quite openly about how she had recently changed
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from a non-reader to a constant reader despite maintaining that she didn't really

like reading. Olivia described this "change" in the following lengthy exchange:
Olivia: I think just kind of getting Carrie to read me Twilight, I mean,
Carrie made me read Twilight. And I think that just kind of started the

whole thing with I enjoy coming home and reading, 'cause it's like easier
than surfing through the channels and everything, and then like,
sometimes when I have to stop, or go somewhere,

I'll

take the book, and

just walk away with it, and just read when I walk...
Me: Is it that the fact there's Carrie, does it help to have someone else to
talk to-

Olivia: (finishing my question for me) To talk to the book about? YEP!
Every morning Carrie and I... I'd get on the bus and I'd talk to her about it,
about what I just read, and then we'll talk about the whole series and stuff
that's been going on in the books, it's, it's like our own little book talk...
Jamie's read Twilight so I talk to her about

we'll talk about Hunger

Games...

it.

Jessie, my

I'll just ask if they've

volleyball friend,

ever read the book

before and we'll just start talking about it.
Lenore, too, described the importance of involving others in her
experiences with reading. Lenore's response especially seemed to illustrate the

fine line between wanting to share reading experiences with peers versus wanting
to share with friends. Lenore was asked if she would rather have a teacher
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explain the meaning of certain parts of a book or try to "work that out" with
friends in a lit circle. Lenore responded,

I like lit circles... My
because

experiences have been better with my friends,

I'm more comfortable talking with them,

'cause I know them.

But it might be better, like for everybody if we, if I would do it with
people who actually read the book and got into

it

'cause they would know

what they're talking about whereas my friends wouldn't necessarily, like,
understand... I think I'd still rather go with my friends, 'cause I don't like
being in uncomfortable sifuations so I'd rather be comfortable and not

know what's going on than uncomfortable and know what's going on.
Lenore, it seems, was aware of what she knew to be the more successful reading
experience, yet she would still knowingly choose the less successful experience in

favor of comfort. Not surprisingly to any middle school teacher, the need for
community in an adolescent's world is so important in this instance, it trumped
the need for comprehension.

Callie furthered this notion that a reluctant reader's idea of a reading
coil)munity differs significantly from that of a teacher's. When asked if she and
her friends openly discussed the books they had read, Callie responded, "Yeah,

if

we read the same book or like, if we were-, if they were like, 'ls that book good?
Should I read it or sornething?' We wouldn't talk about it, like, into the book, we

just be like, 'Is it good?' and that's

it." Here, Callie seemed to be outlining

the

parameters of her community. When she talked about books with her friends, the
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expectation was not to go into great depth or "into the book" (like a teacher might
do), the expectation was to simply recommend books and keep the discussion on
the surface, much in the same manner Lenore preferred a comfortable setting

of

friends to a critical discussion of prepared readers. Not exactly what this
language arts teacher wanted to hear, but this distinction certainly appeared to be
an important consideration for these reluctant readers.

Lastly, as much as Community added benefit to the reading experience for
the participants, this same Community presented its drawbacks as

well. Walden,

the participant with the most significant challenges with reading referred to the

innate peer pressure within a reading community that reinforced his reluctance

of

reading. Walden described how he felt when he was assigned the same reading

as

his classmates and his response was, "Mad, because everyone's like, farther than
me and I just have to read more, and like, more

time." This response was

followed up with the simple question, "Does that make you not wanna' read? Or
does

it make you just wanna'read more?" Predictably, and tragically, Walden's

response was,

"It

makes me not wanna' read." With both outcomes possible -

negative and positive - the participants in this sfudy appeared acutely aware of the
presence of a community of readers and for the most part preferred this

comrnunity to favor comfort over content.
Choice
Every participant in this study was adamant about the importance of
choice in their previous reading experiences. This importance seented to origilate
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from a long history of course-specific books assigned to them without their input
or influence. In short, the perception of all the participants was that any schoolissued book was simply going to be boring because that's just how it had been in

their journeys thus far. The following excerpted responses were very typical
responses for all of the participants:

Olivia: All the books I read at school are really boring.
Callie: Usually in school, the books aren't my favorite because I'm
assigned to read

it and I don't like being assigned to read a book, I just

like to... Read my own book.
Maybe the most telling expression of "school books" as boring was evident in
'S/alden's

answer to my question about books he had read in my own class. Two

of the books, Buddha Boy by Kathe Koja (2003), and Tangerine by Edward Bloor
(1997), were assigned as common books, books the whole class read congruently.
The third book,

an

by Sherman

Alexie (2007), was Walden's first experience with "choosing" from a list of
novels offered to the whole class. The exchange between Walden and I went like
this:

Me: What about the books we've read this year? We've read Buddha Boy,
Tangerine, and then you're reading The Part Time Indian. How'd you feel
about those three?
Walden: Hmm, I didn't really like the first fwo. Br-rt... I like Part Time
Indian.
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Me: What was wrong with the first two?
Walden: Hmm... I don't know. It's just like every other book. It's just

like...
Walden's response trailed off at the end of his answer. Upon carefully listening to
the manner in which he answered my question,
a defeatist expression that

it felt like this moment was almost

"every other book" was a learned nofin in his reading

experiences. Walden didn't finish his statement, but I feel I could finish it for

him. The word he left out was the word he most likely associated with every
book in school he never had a choice in reading: boring.
Lenore made a point of going into much more detail than her peers on the
lack of choice in her previous reading experiences. Her responses clearly
indicated she wanted choice and that choice was extremely important in keeping a
reader's interest. Lenore explained,

Well, I think if we get to choose a book then we're-, then we know we're
going to be interested and we know that

it'll, like, be okay,

because we

know what's going on and we know, and we like it, like, 'cause Tangerine,

I probably wouldn't have read that on my own and I didn't read it, but
that's because I probably wasn't interested, but I think that, that book,

Hanging Onto Max, or something like that, I think that, I'm gonna'like
that

one.

So I think clroice is a big part of it.

I followed up this statement with a clarifying question as I asked Lenore whether
or uot she got enough "choice" in her reading In three short words, Lenore
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definitively reaffirmed the frustrations of her fellow participants. Her answer:
"No, not really."
0verteaching
During our interview, Olivia laughed often at some of the things she heard
herself say. One amusing moment I distinctly remember in her responses was in
reference to my own teaching. As referenced earlier, at the time of the interviews

my 8th grade students had read two o'community" novels, Buddha Boy by Kathe
Koja (2003) and Tangerine by Edward Bloor (1997). As the teacher overseeing
these two novels,

I tried my best to "pump up" the content of each book to

attempt to reach the reluctant readers. I actively campaigned for the enjoyment
each novel. Upon

articulated,

of

trying to explain her school reading experience, Olivia

"l did not like Buddha Boy... I did not like Tangerine. I didn't find

interest in either of those. You seemed pretty excited about it in class." Olivia
laughed pretty heartily at the end of this statement.
she laughed so

I immediately wondered why

hard. Was Olivia "calling me out" on my teaching? These two

novels were accompanied with copious discussion sessions and several outside

homework questions, reflections, and projects. Olivia seemed to insinuate here
that teachers (namely me) overteach reading experiences to the point where they
became mundane and unenjoyable for her. In my own classroom, we stopped, we

talked, and we analyzed constantly. And seemingly, I ruined the reading
experience for Olivia.
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Olivia is far from alone, however. Both Lenore and Callie also expressed
this recognition of overteaching. In response to a question addressing another
teacher's tendency to stop often during a reading to ask clarifying questions,
Lenore responded, "Well, like you said, stopping, just keeping stopping, that

really bugs me, and then, when we have like five different things we have to do

for one book, while you're reading it, that really bugs me." Later, Lenore again
referenced this "stopping" as she recalled an experience with a substifute teacher
as she explained,

I think it's really irritating... I was talking to a couple other kids... but one
of the times we were reading we were like, you had a sub I think it was,
and he, or she would keep stopping and we were like, "Okay, really we

know what's going on" like we just wanted to keep reading like to finish

it, and then we'd talk about it. Like I think it would be best if you just read
through it all and then go back at the points that would need to be like
explained.

In her response to a similar question about previous experiences with teaches

anid

reading, Callie expressed,

I don't like talking about books like we do in school, because it kinda' just
ruins the book for me, because you like break it down and sfuff and you

talk-, and then you get like someone else's point of view, and I just want to
stick to my point of view. So, talking about a book isn't what I like to do.
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Discovering this theme of Overteaching was the most humbling
experience of this research study and it has made me realizejust how narrow my
perspective has been with regards to my talking about the reading experience with

my sfudents. Simply put, I never considered how much I had been overteaching
the process

I loved

so much. In the interest

of conveying my own enthusiasm for

reading, and providing the most effective learning for readers, it appears I, and

collectively we (teachers), often achieved quite the opposite.

Time
For this researcher, the most eye-opening theme which appeared
throughout the participants'responses was Time. I enlist the word "eye-opening"
because when

I previously thought of time in terms of reading, my assumption

leaned toward time spent reading in school, during the school

day. Without

prompting them with questions about extracurricular reading, the parlicipants in
this study focused their responses to questions about reading habits on time spent
reading outside of the school day. In general, most of the participants seemed to
perceive reading time as something that didn't fit in their day-to-day schedules.
For instance, Callie, in reference to why she preferred longer books as opposed to
shorter books, explained

"l don't

really take the time... I don't like to take the time

to read, you know, like outside of what I
reading as she articulated,

do." Lenore

echoed this lack of time for

"l don't have time to read. I have soccer almost,

usually six nights aweek and if I don'thave soccer, I'm babysitting,

orl'm with

friends. I just don't sit and read, really." For both girls, it appears that reading
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was somehow different than any of the other activities in their post-school time.

Both girls seemed to consider this time the lowest of priorities, maybe not even

a

priority in comparison to the other activities they could choose or were asked to
do.

For these reluctant readers, time spent reading seemed akin to rigorous

work, and not voluntary work. Upon being asked how she might cope with the
demands of reading escalating at the high school level, Lenore explained,

better if I have a schedule... So I think that

"I

do

if I make myself a schedule and be

like, 'this is this, this time is this'then I think I'd be able to at least try to go
through with

it..." Interestingly, Lenore's voice faded, trailing off with her

answer, possibly suggesting she doubted her ability to

follow through with this

fufure challenge. In Lenore's eyes, reading required an assigned time period, the
same way homework, household responsibilities, or practice

for a sport might

require a set time period. It feels like Lenore likened reading with a mere
bothersome chore.

Like Callie, Walden also placed reading low in his priorities. When asked
whether or not it was difficult to find time to read at home, Walden explained that

it indeed was and he reasoned, "When, ['m just watching TV... I just really don't
want to read and I never get

up." Walden was then asked whether

read at school or at home and his response was,

he preferred to

"l like it more when I read at

school, I guess." Seeing as how Walden had earlier explained how he saw most

"school" books as "boring," it's not difficult to piece together Walden's view of
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reading: at home, it wasn't getting up from the couch for and at school, it was

boring. Harkening back to Callie and Lenore's responses, reading time didn't
register as a priority at all.

Not only was time spent reading perceived as outside of the participants'
priorities, all participants in this study seemed to equate the size of a particular
book with the time required to read it. Callie explained how the length of a book
affected her choice of books because she rarely set aside time to read. Lenore
suggested the progression of reading from middle school to high school had more

to do with length of the book than the amount of reading required as she
explained, "And then like progressively get bigger books... if you read like short
stories it's like, 'Oh that's done already,let's read another one.'And then that

would get people to read more books. Because then it's shorter, but then it gets

a

little bit bigger." Olivia too made mention of how she preferred longer books that
led to multiple books in a series. Olivia seemed to want a guarantee her time
spent on reading was going to be worth the sacrifice measurable in sustained

activity (that Trust in Content theme again). Walden expressed the most easily
recognizable relation between time and length when he explained how he was
made to set aside time to read by his parents. Walden was asked how much time
he would read during this set period and his answer was,

"If

the chapter's long,

like twenty pages long, or fifteen then, I would just read one chapter. Or if it's
like a short chapter, then

I'll try to read two or three." Time may have little to do
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with increments of time at all. For these reluctant readers, it might just really
have been about page count.

There was some evidence participants were able to shift their perceptions

of Time. Irlot all the participants remained reluctant to make time at home even

while still expressing reluctance with reading at school. Olivia very clearly was
able to allocate reading time at home and actually expressed some enjoyment with

it despite her continued in-school disillusionment with reading. The following
exchange may illustrate how Olivia might have shifted from reluctant to

motivated reader at home as Olivia was prompted by a question concerning her
previous lack of reading:

Olivia: So, I'd come home and read for about an hour and

a

half, then I do

my homework, then I read, (laughs), then I eat dinner, then I like, go to
sports or whatever, come back, take a shower, usually read a chapter or

two before I go to bed.
Me: Now, you do this all on your own, or is this all a schedule that your
parents have set?

Olivia: Uh-uh. I do it all on my own.
Me: Now, you said this was a new schedule, what did you do before this?

olivia: I came home and watched TV. And played

on my phone.

This "ne'w" schedule established by Olivia had been implemented only months
before these comments and it certainly sparked some hope in this researcher.
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Chapter Five: Conclusions
Overview of the Study
In 2003, John Guthrie and Marcia Davis conducted a survey of Maryland
students and they discovered that the difference between 3rd graders and 8th
graders - at least in this Maryland study - showed 27% of 3rd graders agreed with
the survey option

"I think reading is boring." In contrast, 650/o of 8th graders

agreed with the survey option

"I think reading

is boring" (Guthrie,2003, p.

5). In

my own observations as a teacher of reading this data is not at all out of date. In
fact, after listening to my students consistently complain about having to read, the

problem of adolescents shifting into highly reluctant readers might possibly be
even worse than the study's

findings. Instead of

650/o

of Bth graders, the number

might be in the BO's based on what I hear on a daily basis. But this is still just
data. And an Bth grader is still an Bth grader. This means on any given day,

a

response may or may not be what an 8th grader acfually believes. Therefore, the

intent of this srudy was to break through statistical data, to build off of previous
findings and simply find out for myself how my own 8th graders - not others'
students or study participants - perceive reading for real, in a conversation, person

to person and not survey to survey. And to tlre end, this study was enormously
successful

Summary of Findings
As stated earlier, the findings in this study haven't necessarily broken new

ground. Many of the themes observed in previous research appeared throughout
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the responses of the participants in this sfudy. Culture, Trust, Community,

Choice, Time, and Overteaching; these ideas can be found throughout the ongoing
discussions related to best practices with reading education. Kelly Gallagher's

work alone touches on most of what I've documented in this study. Simply put,
most of the themes found within the participant responses were in line with my
expectations of what they might say. However, having the data firsthand, holding
the responses from students in my memory being able to definitively say, "Here's

what I've heard my kids say about reading," now that, that is breaking new
ground for this researcher.

Conclusions

As an educator, it sometimes feels we work in nothing but formulas. A
school day is a formula: take 700 students, break them into groups of 30, divide

their day up into 7 periods, add a small advisory for relation-building, and wallah!
we have critical thinkers. A lesson plan is a formula: take a skill, break it up into
a

beginning, a middle, and an end, throw in some group work, add an assessment

and presto, we have learning. Personally,

I like forrnulas,

even

if they don't

always apply, because I appreciate the attempt to simplify the language needed to
achieve a goal efficiently. I don't pretend to subscribe to a "once a formula,
always a success" ideal, but knowing the essential parts to any complex situation
is extremely helpful. I feel this research study has provided a workable,
comprehensive, effective formula with which to apply to my reluctant readers and

hopefully guide them from reluctance into at least willingness if not motivated.
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For that always confrontational moment when a teen defiantly claims he or she
hates reading,

I feel I finally have a plan.

I do believe most teachers in

a reading-based classroom

might feel they

already have this plan in place. I imagine most teachers envision this formula to
be CHOICE + TRUST (between teacher and student) +
a SUCCESSFUL

TIME (to read in class)

:

READER. This was the plan that I most always implemented

myself. However, based my analysis in this study, I've since learned this formula
is simply not comprehensive enough. Imagine if the Pythagorean Theorem
looked like this instead: a2 +b: c; there's stuffmissing. There are elements
absent from this original reading formula too, elements that

if not addressed may

hinder the opportunity to slowly transform a reluctant reader into a willing one.
For instance, this formula seems to suggest one "dose" meets a teacher's (and
subsequently, a reluctant reader's) need. What this formula doesn't account for is

when a reluctant reader tries to move to the next reading experience and that ends

in frustration. What then? Well, from out the findings in this research study
comes a new formula that at least attends to some of the inadequacies of the old

formula.
The new formula suggested by this sfudy's research might look like this:

CHOICE? + ATTENTION to CULTURE? (trust of reachers, tmsr of content,
establishing a peer community) - OVERTEACHING? + TIME? (at school and at
home)

:

a

POTENTIALLY SUCCESSFUL READER? I have purposefully

affixed a question mark to each component of this formula because each
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component must be left as a question, more of a reflection than a declaration. But
even with an open-ended question at the end of each component, there is

still a

finite, manageable formula of considerations and possibilities as a starting point
from which to plan. lrlow this, this formula just might work.
There is a very harsh reality to my findings, however, and that is the
simple challenge of making this strategy work. How do I bring together choice

for every reader, trust with me, trust with the material, establish a supportive
community, create time at school and at home and also walk the tightrope of
overteaching/underteaching so my students don't lose interest after a singular
reading experience, let alone get them to enjoy the next one? For one formula,
that's a monumental list of considerations. Carrying out an effective application

of this formula feels overwhelming and frankly impossible. Therefore, I don't
think the answer lies in the singular classroom. The answer lies in the school and
even better, the

district. Literacy initiatives pepper districts across all states. To

paraphrase a literacy expert and consultant and personal friend, Andrew Rummel,

literacy initiatives that work, initiatives that really raise reading engagement, work
when the elements of the initiative are omnipresent. Reading is not a skill that has
ever been limited to a single content area, it must be everytwhere in a child's

education. Therefore, the formula I've suggested is just this; an everywhere

model. The formula is an initiative that would require the involvement, the
organization, the coordination, the research, and the consistency of all
contributors to instruction for it to work. Transfornration is a process that requires
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an immense amount of energy but that is exactly what this formula has the

potential to do: transform reluctant readers into willing readers, motivated readers,
lifelong readers. This formula will require implementation in a top-down manner.

I can, fortunately, start with my own teaching. I intend on building all of
my reading instruction around this formula. Currently, this formula is evident in
my instruction as I openly reveal to my students my intentional designs of lessons
that promote choice, time, trust in me (one hopes, but you never know with a
teenager), a supportive peer community (through

lit circles and group work)

and

I

continually attempt to curb my moments of overteaching. In addition, I am
attempting to know enough about the books I recommend and the individuality

of

my readers so I'm also building trust in the content for my students. Is all this

working? Maybe.

Since the completion of my qualitative research, I have found

there to be fewer students openly expressing a disdain for reading and I have even
coaxed a proudly professing "non-reader" into the completion of two books thus

far.

So that's something. However, this "phenomenon" could also be specific to

just this particular group of students since I am still in the first yeff of my postresearch

"enlightenment." Regardless, when the opportunity arises, hopefully

this particular formula

will spark mindful discussions that progress our collective

efforts to support lifelong learning through reading.

Limitations of the Study
I may purport this research study has uncovered a for-rnula with which to
transfbrm reluctant readers into willing, consistent readers, but I am also a realist.
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There are many possible obstructions to the legitimacy of my findings. To begin,

I interviewed four students for one session each. My sample size, while
voluminous in rich, authentic data and fascinating in analysis, is small. A
reluctant reader is reluctant for numerous reasons and it would be impossible to

predict the many themes and patterns that simply didn't appear in this study
because certain questions weren't asked, certain types of reluctant readers did not

participate, or on that particular day, that particular teen interviewed didn't feel

like saying anything true. Additionally, I only interviewed 8th graders.
Developmentally, while lump-summed as "adolescents," the differences between
7th graders, 8th graders, and even high schoolers are expansive. To assume the

formula I derived from my findings will work on any age outside of 8th grade is
fundamentally presumptive without further action research. These are all possible
hindrances to the validity and possibly reliability of my data.

In addition, I have to admit I bring a veritable truckload of biases to the
research table. I read Readicide, I was inspired to come up with an answer for the

reading problem, and I pursued a research study in order to search for this answer.
So I found one. I

fully accept reducing the reading experience for a reluctant

reader to a simple formula is artificial and overly

simplistic. I argue that the

simplicity only lies in the actual words and that the complexity unfolds when

a

teacher considers the nuances of the formula, but still, reducing big concepts such
as reading challenges

to singular words is problematic. In addition, I have biases

within my thematic pattenring. I looked fbr ways to group responses among my
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participants and the categories I created are inherently artificial as well. I
interpreted what or how a student responded to my questions and I lumped these
interpretations together under headings contrived by me and me alone. Another
researcher, another data collector may have come up with an entirely different
system of theme identification and thusly an entirely different summation

of

findings and conclusions. Another researcher's formula might look nothing like

my own.
The most obvious hindrance of my research was time. I simply did not,

nor did my participants, allow for the amount of time really needed to get to the
heart of some of the questions

I was looking to explore. Middle schoolers live

extremely busy lives and fitting in a conversation with a teacher during non-class
time proved to be nigh impossible, For all of my interview time spent with a
student, I spent at least four times that attempting to remind students to come

down for the interview session, track them down in the hallways, and planning for
better, more suitable times. The results were one session per student. I recognize

this as insufficient, especially taking into account the fickle and unpredictable
nature of the average teen. I accounted for this in my analysis, but without more

time, I may have missed the opportunity for further clarification within many of
the participant responses. For example, every one of my teen participants

contradicted themselves at some point in our interviews. Here were four teens,,
recruited for their disdain and even hatred of reading in my classroom, and yet all

four teens shared a moment of actually liking reading. Even when I pointed out
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this contradiction in the interview, the participants couldn't afticulate why they

liked reading one thing versus another. Literally, the best answer I received from
any participant when I challenged their contradiction was

"I don't know." I feel I

didn't yet have the interviewing skills to expand upon that moment so ultimately,
it was a missed opportunity. In addition, following up with restless teens counting
down school in the waning months of the school year was yet another challenge.
Assuredly

*y research suffered because of these confluence

of events.

And then there are the "almost" themes in the participant responses. For
example, a theme I did see in some, but not all of the interviews was the concept

of prior knowledge. Most researchers of reading, especially Kelly Gallagher,
stress the importance of the experiences and knowled Ee a reader brings to a

reading experience before the experience. Gallagher (2009) references a sfudy
carried out by Hirsch (2006) surrounding the differences between strong and

struggling readers in their experiences with a reading passage on baseball.
Gallagher explains in summarizing Hirsch's findings that in this sfudy, the strong
readers knew little about baseball while the struggling readers knew a lot about

baseball. Hirsch's findings showed comprehension was higher in the struggling
readers thereby concluding that prior knowledge is more important than reading

ability. If I might

have had more time, I may have seen this pattern throughout all

participant responses and I might have tailored my questioning to see evidence of

prior knowledge in all the responses. However, while it was acknowledged - I
refer particularly to Olivia suggesting football books to her cousin based on his
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love of football and Walden's comments about reading a "football" book entitled
The Blind Side because he likes football - I didn't feel I saw enough references

nor substantial enough emphasis on prior knowledge to ascertain or confirm
Gallagher's findings with regard to prior knowledge.

didn't quite get to "it" in the interviews I did have.

I'll just

have to trust that I
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Chapter Six: Reflection
As an educator in the field of language arts and reading especially in

a

secondary setting, I have learned there is plenty of "play" in the interpretation

of

assessments. I have too many times already in my career assumed results such as

"exceeds standards" or "below standards" on a reading test as evidence of a
student's perception of reading. For far too long I simply believed
scored well on an assessment, he or she must love to read.

poorly, well, they must hate

it.

if

a sfudent

If a student scored

These were not unreasonable assumptions,

however they were still assumptions and were never backed by an real research or

data. I still constantly dream about successful reading outcomes for my sfudents,
and now, following this study,

I finally feel somewhat informed of some of the

perceptions surrounding these outcomes. The wonderful irony is that I have many
more questions than I ever had before I embarked on the journey of this study,

Only now my questions are laden with self-acquired data and personal anecdotes.
The journey all started with

Kelly Gallagher and Readicide. My school

district at the time sent out an e-mail recommending teachers sign up with

a

professional development SEED peer group to discuss and unpack a book entitled

Readicide. Don't ask me what SEED "officially" stands for, I never learned, but
the metaphorical meaning is not lost on

me. With every chapter finished the

"seed" of a paradigm shift grew within me. A language arts teacher by trade and
reading teacher by incident, Readicide changed how I view reading, how I justify
reading to my peers, my students, their parents and guardians. As I reflect on my
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findings in this research study, I can't help but see Gallagher's work embedded
throughout the data collected. My newly discovered "formula" for transitioning
reluctant readers to motivated readers wouldn't have been possible without the

framework set forth by him.
For example, the theme of Culrure found throughout the participant
responses, while authentically observed on my part, is heavily influenced by

Gallagher's research. In particular, the sub-theme of Trust between student and
teacher is an oft-referenced area of study in Gallagher's work (Gallagher, 2009).

Gallagher points to a consistent and significant decline in positive attitudes
toward reading as students progress from grade school to middle school and

beyond. By the time students reach middle school many teens seem to have
learned to "trust" that school reading is "boring" reading. In my own qualitative
research, Walden must have used the word "boring" six to seven times in

reference to reading. Similarly, Callie and Olivia linked reading and "boring"
several times over the course of our individual interviews.

This reflection of Gallagher's claims, then, guided me to my first "A-ha!"
of my analysis. I saw in the participants'responses a possible addition to the
theme of Trust: this time it was not trust between reader and teacher, it was trust
between reader and the content.
the students that sat before

I found myself marveling at the realization that

me, kids noted for their verbal disdain for reading in

my presence, each mentioned at least one really enjoyable reading experience

within school and not one of the experiences were in my classroom. I noticed
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each of the participants discussed these experiences in isolation; one book, one

time, either years or months earlier. This curiosity led me to further question

Olivia about her love of the Twilight series and Lenore about her issues with
finding the next book. I simply never realized how crucial the "next book"
conundrum was to the reluctant reader. I know now that when I do hook

a

reluctant reader, I try to ensure the book is one in a series, or one of many by the
same author.

I market the idea at the outset of any recommendation that the one

book is the first of many in order to reassure the reluctant reader there is more to

come. Series of books affirm the trust in the content for teens. Strangely, I never
realized this before this study.
Even if trust between sfudent and teacher and content is achieved, the

"formula" is still far from complete. Invariably, sfudents still need something
else. As an example,

Olivia loved reading Twilight, but she still hated reading

when she talked about it in my classroom. Another of these "somethings" is

Choice. Again, Gallagher (2009), and later Allington (2012) both make numerous
references to this idea of choice in their research and the participants in this
research sfudy confirmed such

findings. I have realized I had not

my participants choice in their school reading at all . I thought

I

been offering

was offering

choice when I'd assign the students books of their choosing to read outside of
school over the course of an entire month. I was proud of this self-directed
leanring element in my teaching. SturJents utill read what they want to rearJ at
home and receive credit

for it! Genius! What I've

since leamed through
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Gallagher's framework and my own findings is that this was never presumed as

"choice" from the perspective of the participants. They were either going to read
on their own or not, it had almost nothing to do with me. This outside assignment

didn't even classify as "school reading" for the participants. The perception of
choice for my participants was only applied to the books/articles/short stories we
read in class, at school. In this scenario,
because
that

I failed

at offering the sfudents choice

I made them read two specific class novels and countless short stories

l provided. As a result, I adjusted the final classroom reading experience of

the school year to a literature circle exercise in which students were allowed to
choose from a list of books. Based solely on my teacherly observational abilities,

it appeared as if many of my students, this study's participants especially, seemed
to enjoy their reading experience. Again, Gallagher played a major role in this
revelation.

Another major "A-ha!" - that moment when the obvious but as-of-yet
unnoticed becomes clear - derived from this study came in my analysis and
discovery of the theme of Overteaching in a reluctant reader's perceptions.
Gallagher (2009) has a name for this "overteaching" problem and he labels it the

"Kill-a-Reader casserole" consisting of the following elements:

'
.

Take one large novel. Dice into as many pieces as possible

'

Remove book from oven every five minutes and insert worksheets

.

Add llore sticky notes

Douse with sticky notes
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Baste until novel is unrecognizable, far beyond well done
Serve in choppy, bite-size chunks. (p. 73)

While tongue-in-cheek, Gallagher's recipe is essentially the same procedure I
followed in my own teaching of both novels Olivia referenced. In retrospect, I
am amused at my vainglorious introduction to the novel Tangerine.

I effused how

"wonderful" and "entertaining" and "engaging" the book was and that there was
"a little bit something for everlrbody" in the novel. I was excited because I had
thought I'd found a book with everything - sports, drama, mystery, teen issues,

multiculturalism, good guys and bad guys - and I wanted that excitement to be

infectious. What proceeded was an ample serving of Gallagher's Kill-a-Reader
Casserole: stopping, talking, vocabulary worksheets and thematic quotes on sticky

notes. This sfudy allowed me to see how my sfudents perceived my academic
enthusiasm for this book. Among my four participants alone, not one of them

enjoyed Tangerine and two of the participants didn't even finish the novel. I
overtaught this novel... to death.

During one particular in-class literature circle exercise a group of boys
spent a good fifteen minutes on a drawing they were assigned to create in
response to their discussion of the novel. The resulting artwork was detailed,

artistic, and drawn with care. The picture was an old-fashioned detonator plunger

igniting a cord of TNT sticks wrapped around the book. Message received loud
and clear; they hated their reading experience. As a result, I now monitor my

teaching so that I nray leave enough room for students to experience a more
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unintemrpted reading experience and yet provide some guidance and skill-

building that meet the needs of classrooms full of varied reading abilities. It's

a

terrifically difficult balance to maintain, but I'm working on it.
Lastly, another theme initiated by Gallagher that I was able to further in
my study was Time. Time spent reading in school is a tenet Gallagher (2009)
purports as integral to creating motivated readers, but what isn't necessarily
addressed in his research is the time out of school. The participants in this study
seemed to show how complicated Time can be once they left the school building
and this complication absolutely influenced their perceptions of reading. Reading
takes

time. Engagement takes time. And in many

don't have

cases, reluctant readers

just

it. A brief case study of Olivia's self-directed transformation from

reluctant reader practicing avoidance of reading to consistent, motivated reader at
home provides an interesting example of the effects Time might have on a
student.

In our interview session, Olivia revealed that she had recently changed her
use of time outside of

Instead

school As Olivia explained this transformation,

ofjust sitting down and watching TY I was actually doing

something productive, instead ofjust sitting there... My mom's always

telling me that reading helps you, like, in every subject, it doesn't matter
what it is, so I guess it kind of made me feel good that I was reading.

At this particular moment, Olivia laughed as she uttered the words "sitting there."
I imagine it amused her to recognize how little

she used to do

with her time, now
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that she had added reading into her schedule. I imagine maybe she saw herself as
the typical sedentary adolescent moving away from that stereotype. It was just a

laugh, but it seemed very telling.
There is actual data to suggest this personal decision Olivia made and the

resulting positive feelings she experienced impacted on her learning significantly.
Not long after our interview, Olivia and our entire school took the annual Reading

MAP (Measures of Academic Progress) test. During the year of this study, Olivia
scored

a240- Her Reading MAP

score from the previous year was a 226. This

was a jump from the 70th percentile to the 88th percentile, well beyond the
average growth in one year. In addition, the average growth for an average

student in 8th grade during this particular MAP testing session should have been a
gain of 4 points. Olivia gained 14 points. Of all the participants in this sfudy,

Olivia was the only student to make

a percentile gain

beyond averuge yearly

growth' It is possible the most substantial reason this occurred was her shift in
perception of Time. At home, she made time to read. It became something she

simply did every day, for fun, between and around her indoor soccer and

volleyball commitments. This study has allowed me to see that Olivia is now the
clear objective. She's the type of student I want leaving my classroom at the enid

of the year: a reader who wants to read on her/his own regardless of the
intervention or assignment of an educator. The most fulfilling aspect of Olivia's
reading shift is that as much as I would have loved to claim credit for injecti,g
such a benefit into Olivia's

life so much so that

she exceeded expectations, she
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didn't need me. Olivia did it on her own, which means she'll continue to do it
with or without me or any teacher. A motivated reader continues to learn even
when school ends.
So what about the

non-Olivias? The students who simply will not make

the time? The answer is we need to make time enough at school when we can.

Loxford teachers Louise Kanolik and Ela Turker (2009) describe their own
school-wide initiative providing sustained, silent reading time by declaring "It
was awesome, the one time in the whole week when the whole school falls
absolutely silent and two thousand people are quietly reading at the same

time" (Kanolik & Turker, 2009).
As for my own efforts, at the end of the day on Wednesdays at my school,
we are "gifted" with ninety minutes of advisory time and offered the opporfunity
to have sfudents read for

"l5

aside for community building

and

5." Advisory time is non-academic time, it is set

within a classroom, character education exercises,

setting goals, and other whole child, well-rounded education. The catchy phrase

"15 and 5" denotes having students read for fifteen minutes and then reflect on
their reading in a directed journal or class discussion for five minutes. After
reading Gallagher, I decided this was not enough time spent on reading. I now

surreptitiously extend this reading time to thirty sometimes even forty minutes. In
two successive years of this advisory model, with students of all abilities and
ranges of reading perceptions from

"l

hate reading, I

don't

read,,

to.,l love

reading and do it all the tin-re," I consistently observe the same outcomes. My
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room is utterly silent and I have personally documented every single sfudent lost
in a book, eyes pouring over words (and pictures) on a page and not searching for
each other's gaze.

It is indeed an "awesome" thing to behold.

Lastly, I had a really long discussion with Walden's mom during our
spring parent/teacher conferences. I had always thought of Walden as a kid so

likable and so affable that he must have skated by because teachers just felt too

guilty to really give him grades to reflect his ability levels. Walden was not
skilled at reading and he simply hated

it.

Mom admitted that Walden had always

struggled with comprehension and she herself admitted that this was her "cross to
bear" because she must have passed it on genetically. Over the course of the year

I observed Walden closely and he continued to struggle with comprehension of
his reading no matter the content. There is a good chance Walden will never
shake this struggle. He's apt to avoid any reading he's assigned so

if

he fails

a

simple recalllanswer check-in quiz any teacher will be confronted with an
assessment dilemma: (a) did Walden not do the assigned reading? (b) did Walden

not understand the question? or (c) did Walden do the reading but comprehend

nothing? Which "deficiency" should the teacher be concerned with? Which
strategy will work with the Waldens in our classrooms? How do I know my newfangled formula

will work on other Waldens? I don't. As I saiid at the outset of

this reflection. I lrave more questions than ever. However, now I know the
questions I have might finally be the right ones, the informed ones.
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These questions are the formula borne from this study. These questions
are the starting point with which any educator of reading might begin to help

morph reluctance into motivation. There will never be anything formulaic about

how a teacher offers choice to his/her students. There will never be formulaic
sfudent/teacher relationships that aren't mercurial or

fluid.

There

will never be a

formula for "the next book" that is a sure thing. There will never be one
formulaic grouping strategy that never fails. There will never be the "right way"
to teach a book to adolescents. There will never be a concrete concept of time and

how much a student needs or wants. The teaching of reading requires pensive
question marks, not declarative periods. Now I finally feel equipped to make
some real headway with my many Waldens down the road. Walden, Olivia,

Callie, and Lenore have changed how I will teach reading because they have
provided me the most meaningful opportuniry I can imagine: teacher and sfudent,
sitting in a room and chatting about a thing so old, so simple, so foundational, so
true, yet so tragically forgotten in our country's relentless pursuit of the next
target of accountability and the almighty test score: a love of reading.
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